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In high compression gasoline engines, the compressed gasoline-air mixtures have a tendency to ignite
prematurely rather than burning smoothly. This creates engine knock, promoting a stalling effect of the
engine, a characteristic rattling or pinging sound in one or more cylinders.
Lupromax-Accelerator the fuel enhancer embraces the latest advancement in combustion technology, it uses
the improvement made in the homogeneity of the mixture fuel/air in the cyclinder maintaining a stoichiometric
mixture for combustion and hence improves combustion, reduces emissions , and reduces fuel comsumption.
DESCRIPTION
LUPROMAXACCELERATOR is a fuel enhancer that uses the
most advanced technology available to all high-compression
engines. It improves engine performance, reduces fuel consumption
and reduces emissions. Lupromax-Accelerator Fuel Enhancer
makes gasoline burn more uniformly and completely through
stoichiometric mixture of air and & fuel.
LUPROMAX-ACCELERATOR is a fuel enhancer, combustion
improver and fuel systems cleaner for all petrol vehicles. It helps
in all situations from pulling a load up a steep grade to racing
with nitrous oxide at the track.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
LUPROMAXACCELERATOR fuel enhancer provides advanced
technology to provide the following benefits: Boosts Engine Power, Acceleration & Responsiveness
 Eliminates engine stalling effect.
 Reduces the need for high-octane fuel
 Removes and prevents power-robbing deposits
 Maintains new car performance

 Safe for catalytic converters and oxygen sensors
 Eliminates engine knocking and pinging
 Contains premium lubricity agent
 Improves fuel economy
 Helps clean jets and injectors
 Reduces harmful exhaust emissions
 Helps neutralise acids in aged or high sulfur fuels
 Disperses moisture in fuel and fuel lines
 Suitable for use in fuel injected and carburetted engines
 Promotes clean fuel burn for fewer emissions
 Helps prevent formation of gums and varnish deposits
 Suitable for use in leaded, unleaded and high octane petrol
 Safe for oxygen sensors and catalytic converters
 Cleans fuel injectors and combustion chamber
 Excellent as a lead substitute
 Reduces hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions
 Provides corrosion protection
 Improves fuel efficiency
 Prevents valve sticking
 Prevents Valve Seat Wear
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
 Recommended for all standard carbureted, fuel injected, turbo and super-charged engines
 Excellent smoke suppressant for 2 cycle engines
 Recommended for high-performance engines plus marine, industrial, lawn, farm and recreational
vehicles
NOTE: NOT recommended for use in diesel engines

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. Add entire contents of 250 ml bottle to fuel tank. Treats up to 20 litres of gasoline.
2. Remove cap and pour entire contents into fuel tank into fuel tank. If spilled onto painted surface,
wipe off immediately.
3. Replace cap after use and dispose of bottle and any contaminated rags or towels in accordance
with all federal, state and local regulations; never expose product directly or indirectly to sunlight.
4. NOTE: Never expose liquid product to direct or indirect sunlight.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Chemical Type : Hydrocarbon blend, special additives
Appearance
: Pale red liquid
Odor
: Slight hydrocarbon odor

GENERAL INFORMATION
This product is not recommended for use in pure oxygen and/or oxygen rich systems.
For safe handling information on this product, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet, (MSDS).

STORAGE
Products shall be ideally stored in a cool, dry location in unopened containers at a temperature
between 8oC and 28oC.

AVAILABLE PACKAGING
250ml Lupromax bottle
12 x 250ml bottle per carton
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DISCLAIMER:
The data contained herein are furnished for information only and are believed
to be reliable. We cannot assume responsibility for the results obtained by
others over whose methods we have no control. Magna International Pte Ltd.
specifically disclaims all warranties expressed or implied, including warranties
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, arising from sale or use
of Magna International Pte Ltd. products and disclaims any liability for
consequential or incidental damages of any kind, including lost profits.
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